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Interactive-cum-Mentoring Session on “Grooming Interview
Skills”
Centre for Industry Interaction (CII) & IQAC organised an Interactive-cumMentoring Session on the topic “Grooming Interview Skills”. The session was
organized on 30th April, 2021. It started with a warm welcome to the
distinguished guest. After that Divya Ma'am acknowledged the contribution of
all her teachers in her journey. She also shared his journey at SLC and the skills
she gained here. Then she started with her experience she gained while giving
and taking interviews. The preparation of interview starts from our grooming
daily lifestyles from conversating to family members to Collegemates and
collegues. After that she told about importance of looks in an interview which
must be taken care from head to toe. The current times are where there is
highest recruitments, and due to pandemic mostly are video interviews. So she
gave some basic tips for video interview i.e. stable internet connection, Noise
free background and a clear image camera. This was followed by tips on
interview. Interview is basically a personality test where the stress management,
real-time problem solving and the attitude of the person towards work is tested.
So the appearance should be taken care of with a thorough knowledge about
subject and the organization applying for. The person should be updated about
the current affairs. Last but not the least the confidence of applicant matters
which can be enhanced by maintains an eye contact with the interviewer. This
was followed by a fruitful Question and Answer session. The session ended
with a vote of thanks to the speaker and all the attendees. Dr. Ruchika
Ramakrishnan, CII and Alumni Affair committee convenor was also giving her
input throughout the session. 100 students attended the interactive session.
There was a Positive feedback from all the attendees. Overall the workshop was
successful.

